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Content summary in China, the company is divided into the limited liability 
company and company limited, Ltd is a typical GmbH & Co. kg, of assets by the 
shareholders ' equity may freely assign, and limited liability company because of 
the strong persons and sealing, shareholders of the shares in the company can 
freely assign, but external transfer is subject to certain restrictions. Enforcement 
of ownership is a special ownership transfer, therefore, limited liability company 
equity enforcement will be limiting, execution raises many questions. In theory, to 
solve these problems, it's not good in the practice of the courts would not be able 
to solve disputes, more equity execution cannot be coordinated and balanced good 
creditors, to execution, companies and other stakeholders ' interests. Due to the 
writer tries to pass through the nature, limited liability company ownership, the 
legal basis for the execution of the program and related legal issues of forms with 
the actual operation of the significance of reference, and practice some 
controversy and fuzzy now analysis and Exposition, so as to relevant legislation 
and judicial practice. 
Full-text is divided into four parts. The first part is the limited liability 
company equity execution overview. This part describes the meaning of the 
company's equity, nature and characteristics, the essence of civil enforcement, as 
well as limited liability the basic meaning of equity. The second part is about the 
limited liability company equity enforced legal analysis. The past can more fully 
illustrate limited liability company shares can be the execution point of view. 
From a legal basis which we should tackle, clarified the existing legal and judicial 
interpretation at the legislative level, identified the equity of enforceability 
opinion. At the same time point out that at present shareholding perform 
legislative persists well ambiguous corruption. Theoretical analysis of the method 















become the subject of civil enforcement of point of view. The third part of the 
enforcement of limited liability company ownership operating procedures. 
Including equity freeze program and forced handler. Fourth part emphasis being 
placed on the execution of equity around and limited legal issues was discussed. 
Including a null implementation issues of equity, intangible assets for equity 
implementation issues, names of implementation issues and equity when executed 
shareholders more than 50 persons implementation issues. 
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第一章  有限责任公司股权执行概述 
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